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UCF baseball team goes 1 and 1 against Rollins at the start of the season, see P. 12
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by CYNTIIlA CONLIN
Contributing writer

- Sojollll1erTruth,Mary McLeod
Bethune and Zola Neale Hurston are
all long gone, but they were at UCF in
spirit last week when actress Adilah
Barnes brought them to life.
Barnes, whose acting credits
includetelevision'sRoseanne andBlue
Skies, brought her one-woman historical show, ''I Am That I Am:
Woman, Black" to the Wild Pizza,
kicking off UCF's tribute to Black
History Month. The month will follow through with a series of appearances from black women, including
poet and activist Maya Angelou, one
of the women in Barnes' show.
"Come jollll1ey with me as I
take .us back ..." Barnes began her
performance. "Come now, to the time
of slavery."
She then put on a white scarf
and shawl which reflected the spotlight in the darkened room and sang
the old negrospiritual, "Oh Freedom."
Notasoundrangfrom theaudienceasBarnes brought onlookers back

•

•
•

•
•

•

to the days of Sojotlll1erTruth, who ran
away from slavery in 1827 when her
master refused to grant her freedom._
Between each sketch, Bumes
sang as she change.d her attire. After
Truth, during "No MoreAuctionBock
For Me," the audience was intrcxiuced

•

to Haniet Tubman.
Tubman led over 300 slaves to
freedom by way of the Underground
Railroad.
·

- "I never ran my train off the
track, and I never lost a passenger,"
Barnessaid,recitingTubmaninapowerful, commanding voice, banging a
wooden staff on the hollow stage.
Then she sang another song,
donned a lavender cardigan, and became Mary McLeod Bethune as she
was recalling a childhood day at the
schoolhouse.
"As I looked through one of
the books, one of the girls said, 'Put
that book down, Mary Jane. You
can't read.' ... Oh, how I wante.d to
learn to read and write!"
Not only did Bethune accomplish this, but she also became an
educator and founded "a school for
little girls in Daytona" which later
became Bethune-Cookman College.
Off came Bethune's cardigan
and on came a straw hat and floral
blouse as Barnes took on the persona
of Zola Neale Hurston.
Barnes began Hurston' s
words, "Growing up in an all-black
town ofEtonville, Florida," and audisee SHOW, page 4

Survey says. .•UCF still one of safest campuses in state
by BOB VOGEL
Staff writer

A UCF publication shows that,
although some campus crimes have
risen in 1993, UCF still remains one of
the safest Florida Universities to attend.
A Guide to Safer Living, a publication produce.d by the UCF Police
Department, shows that campus crime

went up in every .category, except for
aggravated assault and forcible rape.
UCF fared better when compare.d with other Florida Universities,
however.
While the number of motor
thefts, for example, went up by 150
percent at UCF, it is still quite low
whencornparedtothenumberofmotor
thefts at UF.
Sergeant Tom Gorbas of the

UCFPoliceDepartmentalsocautions
against over-reliance upon statistics
and warns that other factors may be
involved. ''If, in one year, we have
only one violent_crime, and that goes
up by one, then you have·an increase
oflOOpercent,"heexplained. "But at
a campus where there are already a
good number of violent crimes, an
increase of one isn't that much of a
percent increase."

Gorbas also says that in many
cases the area surrounding a campus
has an impact on the amount of crime
that a campus experiences.
''In Orlando, which is not considere.d to be a high crime area, one
might expect crime to be low," he
said. ''But in a place like Miami, well,
let's.face it, Miami is Miami."
Campus officials across the
nation are alarmed by the sharp in-

crease in drug-related arrests. While
UCF officials reported only two drugrelate.darrests in 1993,ittranslatesinto
an increase of 100 percent over the
previous year.
An annual survey shows that
campus officials across the nation reported 4,837 drug-relate.d arrests, 34.3
percent more than the 3,601 reported
see CRIME, page 4

Iranian film maker brings
3 documentaries to UCF
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

The wave of democratization
that swept the communist world in
the late '80s seems like it stopped
once it reached the borders of Iran.
Fifteen years after the country exploded into revolution, Iran is still
under the grip of a violent, repressive regime dominated by fundamentalist religious doctrine of
Ayotallah Khomeini.
Many Iranians have since left
the country and started new lives in
Europe and North America. Now
that they have left the country they
were exiled from, their L!W homes
have offered them an ingredient not
found in Iran: Freedom.
Takingadvantageoftheirnew

reality, several Iranian individuals
and groups began to organize in an
effort to discredit and ultimately
bring about the demise of a regime
that seems unshaken by the rumblings of the new world order. But
many who spoke out too loudly
were hunted down by the Iranian
government and assassinated.
Yet Reza Allamehzadeh is
not intimidated. He's an Iranian exile who still produces documentaries that show the atrocities committed by agovernmentthatcrosses
borders to neutralize its opponents.
Allamehzadeh was on the UCF campus Friday to show three of his
documentaries.
"I assumed that the nation of
see RLMS, page 2
News
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Shuttle makes Mir rendevous
Reuters

DO YOU

SUFFER
FROM
•

(COLLEGE CRASH SYNDROME)
Has burning the midnight oil zapped your
GAS to the college marketplace, it's become
energy? Are you pooped out from all that
quite the rage among students everywhere. But
studying? Have all those great weekdon't just take our word for it. Take one
ends started catching up with you?
or two pills for yourself and you'll
Are all the extra curriculars of college
quickly see why so many students are
life draining your tank? Do you feel
becoming Gas Fanatics.
like you're always running out of
So for an energy buzz you won't
gas?
forget... UP YOUR GAS today! Find
Well then dudes.. . it's time to
out why some gas can actually be
UP YOUR GAS®!You read it right.
good for you.
UP YOUR GAS. It's the zany, new
UP YOUR GAS is available at GNC,
energy pill with the outrageous and
Nature Food Centers, Payless Drugs,
unforgettable name. Gas is perfect
Osco Drugs, Sav-On Drugs and
for the midday droops, the classAlbertson's, as well as many other
room slumps, athletic events, late
pharmacies and health food stores.
night studying or just about anytime
If not available in your area, call
you need to rev your engirle.
1-800-537-7671. (30's for $9.95; 60's for
Since introducing UP YOUR ., .. ···~···'·~·,·' .. ... .. .. .. $14.95.)

AMERICA'S NUMBER

•iito ENERGY PRODIJCT!

CAPE CANAVERAL, -The
U.S. shuttle Discovery hovered a
mere 44 feet away from Russia's
Mir space station Monday at the
climax of a rendezvo_us that wi11 set
the stage for a historic orbiting linkup in June.
Shuttle commander' Jim
Wetherbee and veteran cosmonaut
Vladimir Titov waved at the cheering, smiling Mir crew as they waited
for ground controllers on two con tinents to give the go-ahead f<?r Discovery to approach the orbiting outpost.
Ground controllers gave the
word at 1:35 p.rn. EST. Wetherbee
parked the shuttle in front of Mir at
2:20 p.m. EST, arid the two craft
traveled in tandem at 17,500 mph
from darkness into sunlight high
above the southern tip of Kamchatka
and the northern tip of Japan.
Wetherbee was to maintain
the position for about 10 minutes,
then back the shuttle away from Mir
and circle the space station at a
distance of 400 feet while his
crewmembers made a photographic
survey.

Less than three hours before
the delicate dance began, the Russian Space Agency granted its approval for Discovery to fly within
38 feet of Mir, before it backed
away to 400 feet and flew a slow
circle around the orbiting outpost.
The entire maneuver was to
last about two hours.
The decision came after
three days of negotiations between
American and Russian engineers
on both sides of the globe. The
Russians had feared that the nineyear-old space station would be
damaged by oxidizer which was
leaking from a steering jet on the
space shuttle.
NASA spokeswoman Kari
Fluegel said U.S. engineers agreed
to have the astronauts stop the
leak by closing a manifold that
supplies fuel to the broken jet.
By the time the two craft
established direct radio contact at
9:30 a.m. EST, space officials at
control centers in Houston and
Kaliningrad still had not decided
whether the crew - five NASA
astronauts and a veteran cosmonaut - would be allowed to approach as close as they had hoped.

'It's a plea for free speech
and free expression... ' UCF
associate professor says.
RLMS, from page 1

Iran is the enemy of the United
States," said Mark Marshall, an education major. He added, "Now I
know to distinguish between the
government and the people, and the
people of Iran ... are not the enemies
of the United States."
Johnny Angoe, also an education major, agrees. "The kind of
impression I had about Iran is that
they are all solidified against the
West and America. Now I know
that there are different factions" who

'

are against what the revolutionary
government is doing.
"It's a plea for free speech and
free expression as much as it is a
plea for an alternative to the present
regime," said Dr. Stuart Li lie, an
associate professor of political science at UCF. "It was a very brave
piece, particularly given the fact
that the had been persecuted under
the Shah, that he had the courage to
come back and take this on again.
About 60 people attended the
event, which was sponsored by the
Office of International Studies.
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They are COLLEGIATE

Stranger yet, the Sprin~

FONCARDSsM from Sprint.

Booth on campus is giving

The late night MOONLIGHT

away groovy T-shirts just for

MADNESS" rate they offer is

signing up. The COLLEGIATE

certainly unusual. So unusual,

FONCARD from Sprint.

)

only Sprint offers it. Gab all

TH1s CoLLEGIATE FoNcARo 1s so EASY, 1T's wE1Ro.

night long from 11 pm-6am at 9¢ a minute.

Totally weird. Check it out at

the Sprint Booth. on campus. •

Sprint.

9c a minute rate applies to domestic calls made between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m. In addition to the 9¢ a minute rate, surcharges will apply to COLLEGIATE FONCARD calls. ©1994 Sprint Communications Company L.P.
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UC professor once on Ten Most Wanted List

Look to the Future sports section for Orlando
Magic coverage throughout the season.
I

SHOW, from page 1

UCF/CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND
SUMMER SCHOOL
• Study at Cambridge University, England, with
Cambridge faculty members
•Get UCF Summer School credit
• Two-week an~ three-week semesters in July
and August
• Live and eat in one of the centuries-old Cambridge colleges
• Experience a rich program of supplemental
lectures, concerts, excursions, and plays
• Experience English university life while only
60 minutes by train from London

ence members aplauded.
Barnes later said she had visited Etonville for the first time that
day, and was ''thrilled to visit Zora's
homeplace."
She smiled and added, ''I've
gotten everything I've wanted."
Hurston, who died in 1960,
was a novelist, folklorist and anthropologist Her published works include thebest-seller, Their Eyes Were
Watcing God.
As Barnes recited some of
Hurston' s writings which concerned
love, she took a bite out ofa red apple.
''I would notjustfall in Ioveno-ah," she said in a Southern accent,
''Lord, I would take a parachute
jump!"
But then Hurston's hat came
off, another song was sung, and
Barnes' s voice changed from the

chatty Hurston to the philosophical time, been on the FBI' s list of the
Lorraine Hansbery.
· Ten Most Wanted Figures.
''I remembersk:llmy, little bcxlDavis currently teaches at the
iesbythefive'sandlO'sofus,panting University of California at Santa
the hours away with 'Mother May I?' Cruz.
andotherchildren'sgames,"shesaid.
The last ofBarne's skits was
''Why was it important to take a small a portrayal of Maya Angelou, and a
stepforward,ateenystepbackwardor passage from Angelou's All God's
the most desired of all-one, giant ChildrenNeedTravelingShoes,one
step?"
of the five volumes of her autobiogThe question comes from raphy.
Hansberry's 1969 off-Broadway
Barnesdescribedhow"mothdrama, To Be Young, Giftedaml.Blnck. ers and fathers took infants by their
Hansbeny'sportrayalgaveway feets and bashed their heads into
to AngelaDavis' s, asBarnes put on an tree trunks rather than be raised into
afro wig, glassez; and a gray blazer.
slavery."
Barnes recited parts of Davis's
Barnes's last words of this
autobiography about when Davis, as skit somewhat summed up much of
a child, had stolen corn from her the struggle and strife that black
father to feed to the poor and hun- women have endured over the last
gry.
200 years.
Shewentontotell,inDavis's
"We had survived," Barnes
own words, how Davis had fought said, in a strong, triumphant vioce.
for prison reform, and had, at one "We had come through."

For more information call:
Dr. John Schell
UCF Department of English

823-2212

BIRTH
CONTROL
PILL
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Research Study

Healthy, sexually active women, between the
ages of 18-50 are needed to participate in a
birth control pill study for a 6 month period.
Qualifying participants must be available for 6
clinic visits, which will include free investigational birth control pills and directly related
physical and gynecological exams.

Qualified participants will receive
compensation up to $150 for time and travel.-

Wanted!
Wrecked/Junk

Call Monday-Friday for more information.

Cars, Trucks, Jeeps, Vans

(407) 331-0099
Future HealthCare
ORLANDO
393 Whooping Loop
Altamonte Springs

ZTA QIJ

(Free Towing is available)
Out of State Titles Welcome!

Call: 658-7999

RESEARCH CENTERS

(8a.m. - 8p.m.)

~..

4~~2-

~¥.b

FRAT JERZEES

~f

~

T-SHIRTS $ 13.00 & up

A FREE HAT OR T-SHIRT

THE GREEK LETTER
AT ELLEN'S EMBROIDERY
CORNER of BENNETT RD
& PARK LAKE ST.
ORLANDO
895-5309 FL

I
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ti}
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STARTING AT $23.00

CRLL rOR lnfORffiRTIOn o discounts
~nn DRAWlnG f OR

CRIME, from page 1

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.

1el9XQ

~

\'

~

Until Robots

replace humans ...
... your plasma will
always be needed.

DID YOU KNOW?

-

YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

Patients in shock
, Accident Victims
• Pwvide intrav~nous fluids • Provide clotting factors

J •

for bums, surgery, or

treatments of illness

Burglary
rate high
atUCF

for hemophiliacs

" New Reasearch on life
threatening diseases

You can earn over $100 per month.
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

Call for information and/or appointment

1122 W. Church St. Orlando, FL 32805
(407) 841-2151

for 1992. The survey was released last
Sunday by the Chronicle of Higher
Education.
Burglary was significantly
higher at UCF when compared to
other universities, rising 26 percent in
. 1993. In that same year, it fell by
nearly 40 percent afUF, by about six
percent at FSU and by 4.5 percent
across the nation.
Although they worry about an
increase in violent campus crime,
school officials caution that higher
numbers may simply indicate more
aggressive law enforcement and more
accurate reporting.
Differences in the way crimes
are reported and categorized may also
skew crime data, Gorbas said. In the
case of rape, for example, numbers
may not indicate the actual rate of
occurrence.
A 3-year-old federal law requires colleges to compile crime statistics and provide them to students
and staff upon request. Anyone interested in obtaining a copy ofUCF'sA
Guide to Safer Living should contact
the UCF Police Department at 823I 5555.

f
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valued at $610.

• Yvonne M. Jeffries, 27, reported that someone stole five lenses
outoftheBiology building, between 1
p.m. Dec. 27 and 10 a.m. Jan. 9. The
items were valued at $2,800.

•Rex Brown, 31, reported that
someone tried to break into his vehicle parked in a lot near the Visual
Arts building, and damaged the rubber around the driver and passenger
doors, and scraped off paint on the
exterior.

•David B. Rhodes, 35, a UCF
grounds employee, was arrested and
charged with exposing his sexual organs, between 1:47and 1:48p.m.Jan.
12. Police followed a man who appeared tobemasturbatingseveral times
throughout the day. Theman was later
seen by three UCF students outside
the Great Escapes restaurant masturbating. Rhodes was fired and is no
longer allowed on UCF property.

ported that someone stole $63 out of a
wallet that was in a backpack on a
basketball court near Recreational
Services, between 5:30and 7 p.m. Jan.
12.

• Melissa Boyd, 21, reported
• Dennis Peacha reported that
that someone stole her backpack con- someone stole an appliance moving
taining books and a calculator, out of · dolly, valued at $269, out of Phillips
the Library between 9:15 and 9:30 Hallbetween10am.Dec.6andl1:40
am.Jan.22. Theitemswerevaluedat am. Jan. 25.
$165.
-compiled by Katie Jones,
• Michael J. Chung, 20, re- managing editor

• Peeraboon Arboonskul, 21,
reported that someone broke into his
• Tamia Aylmer, 19, reported
.car parked in a lot near the Student
that someone stole two tires off her
. Center and stole cassettes, vacuum
bicycle locked to rack near the BPW
• William C. Fryer, 20, was cleaner and bullet, between 3:30 p.m. ScholarshipHouse,Jan.16. Theiterns ·- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - arrested and charged with breach of Jan. 18 and 7: 15 a.rn. Jan. 19. The were valued at $80.
the peace and disorderly intoxication, items were valued at $52. ·
2: 10 a.m. Jan. 21. Police officers obTheft/burglary
- · -;: · · 9~¢-SUB · SPECTACULAR- 
•Carole A. Cupac, 26, reported
served about 50 men fighting in a
~suPER GiANT SUBSto
steal
her
car
and
that
someone
tried
parking lot of the Alpha Tau Omega
•
AndrewHarper,41,
reported
·
•.
'
.
'AMERl6AN
COLD CUrS
•MEATBALL
broke
a
key
off
in
the
ignition,
in
a
house. The fight appeared to be bethatsomeonebrokeintotheASPECT
,
BOLOGNA
&
CHEESE
• EGG SALAD
lot
near
the
Administration
parking
tween membersofSigmaAlphaEpsitrailer,
wrote
~e
words
"Nig"
and
>~,(3t)t';);>ECHEl;SE,eOMBO
•BLT
lon and Alpha Tau Omega fraterni- building, between 3:30 and 3:58 p.m. "Jap" on the wall, ransacked a class_2 9n~ ·ca~pon per person...:._~ith purchas~f large drink_:_!=xp. 4/30/95 _
ties. A police officer was hit in the Jan. 22.
room,-and stole $950, between 9:45
10042 University Blvd.
We have
struggle.
J 23 d 7 40
J 24
1 mile west of UCF on
•Martha C. Moon-Glynn, 21, am. an. an : am. an. ·
the corner of Dean Rd.
Drive·Thru Service
reportecjthatsomeonestolefourhub,-----~~------1
University
Oaks
679·2448
•Jeffrey A. Steiner, 24, was
caps and three dust covers from her
arrested and charged with drunk driv.
ing, 3:47 a.m. Jan. 20 on McCulloch vehicleparkedinalotneartheAdrninistration building•.between 8:30 a.m.
~f; 4
Road.
Jan. 10 and 6 a.rn. Jan. 11. The items
J
•Allison D. Alderman, 20, was were valued at $101.
'' Dir C.' s clt ~ u ~ 4 I l-1«>''\ 1I<··;\, ftous,' r's de~.·11; te ~ Sonre o(
arrested and charged with underaged
t~t mo':>t ~ss-~,;,,J;..,j ~voov~.s ~ou've hea.vdsiV'lC.<' ba.c..k
• Adrian. P. Bronson, 21, repossession of alcohol at Greek Park
~Y\ tW> ~°'l Dt1e oq\.te besl ~"~ ff<..o":l.s SIVIU 1978'."
Drive and Gemini Boulevard North, ported that someone stole a parking
decaloffhiscarparkedinalotnearthe
12:15 am. Jan. 22.
- \) ilot: ~ja "2-in e
Administration building, between5:45
• Farrah L. Kusmin, 18, was and 8:30 p.m. Jan. 24. The item was
')>I\& is so n1etki~ J;~e ...efll ... f\'\ot"t J,·s!iric.h 'lje -kio...vi
arrested and charged with underaged valued at $45.
(\"lost wiin e£,\.\oes "~ sl~.~oHi~ o..riJ "i>· Fvn): ...
possession of alcohol at Greek Park
(V\o<e (\ell-) j A. c..k HIC~V\ (10$~ Ieil ...
Bike theft
Drive and Gemini Boulevard North,
bre~b·") ?>round ins~e«:t& ~~ .)u~l <f~"ft11dii1j ...
12:15 a.m. Jan. 22.
·M"sicion
• Matthew Hale, 20, reported
•Tommie G. Rinn, 19, and · that someone stole his unlocked biJohn P. Owens, 19, were arrested and cycle, valued at $I 00, out of a bike
charged with possession of cannabis rack on Central Florida Boulevard,
under 20 grams, on Gemini Boule- between 5:20 and 6:50 p.m. Jan. 18.
vard and Aquarius Agora, l a.m. Jan.
22. Hom was also charged with resist• Stephanie Poiroux, 22, reing a police officer with violence.
ported that someone stole his bicycle,
valued at $150, that was locked to a
• Christa L. Galuppo, 18, was bike rack near the Recreational Serarrested and charged with underaged • vices building, between 7:30and 8:45
possession of alcohol in a parking lot p.m. Jan. 22.
near the Biology building, 1:47 a.m.
Jan. 13.
•Rodger D. Macdonald, 24,
reported that someone stole a bicycle
7<0A11ce~ b'J Jrihn Cus\e:<.
• Adam C. Scott, 19, was ar- seat and seatpoleoffhis bicycle locked
M11"'11~e...,enl: t',~ris)°"f''>/6i5 f'D 6"1t.,~·n~nt
rested and charged with driving drunk, to a rack near the Library, between 9
Central Florida Boulevard, 3:05 a.m. and9:30p.m.Jan. 22. The items were
Jan. 14.
valued at $75.

Duffy's Subs

l> AG . ._____.; . ___________________.
bftto" s''

COWMBIA

• Rebecca L. Simonson, 19,
reported that someone stole her bicycle, valued at $431.06, that was
lockedtoabikerackneartheBusiness
Administration building, between 3
and 5 p.m. Jan. 20.

Harassing phone calls
• An 18-year-old student reported that someone called her on the
telephone and threatened to cut off
unspecified body parts, 8:32 p.m. Jan.
16.

oBEST
BUY®$10.99 CD-(Valid thru 2/28)
Appearing 2/8 at DOWNTOWN JAZZ & BLUES
Also appearing 2/8 at THE GREEN from 12-1 PM

r-------------, r-------------, r-----------.----,

Auto burglary

ROJO'S

•Rebecca S. Bernstein, 19, reported that someone stole a license
plate off her car parked in ~ lot near
Seminole Hall, between 4 p.m. Jan. 13
and 6:30 p.m. Jan. 16.
• Melonie M. Perkins, 18, reported that someone broke into her
vehicle parked in a lot nearthe Student
Center and stole a radio, tennis racket,
compact disc adaptor kit and cassette
tapes, between 4:45 p.m. Jan. 18 and
5:40 p.m. Jan. 19. The items were

'Columbia" Reg. U.S. Pal & Tm. Off. Marca ReglstradaJC 1995 Sony Music Entertainment Inc.

NE W YORK STYLE P t Z Z.\

281- ROJO (7656)
1 ;;~un1\lf'I S •tf:J"'-J_ • Otuna:>. f o ra .i7! 11

t o.:.if•U

on'"' corner oI t•rvve1.s1ty A J. t.a!at .ai
A1.rvH :' "'' '

I

vcr

CARRY Our SPECIAL
One 16" Large Pizza
w/ one topping

$7.50

ROJO'S
N EW Y O RK S TYLE PtZ l.\

281- ROJO

~ 7 6 5 6)

1;;?:.J:JLJn1Ye>tS•1'dtvi: • ()nJn~. f ...... ~ .1l$11
l O.:Jt, .; ()II ff:' c;,1.'1(: 1 0: L'NvCIS1ty ,$, A l.J!.tyJ
A"'IUS!t

ROTO'S
/

NEW Y ORK STY LE P t7.L\

281- ROJO (76 56)

r/IJJ tJruvttV( :j1vtJ • ()t_.r.:,.,, fo~l\:J .17!11
lO-:.tl l' tJ OI\ r..,, '"mr1 !'I' L""Vf'tS•tr 6 A ta'drl
.... llJS> !10th;,JC,r

:rooo LJC(

1Jefivery Specia{
2 18" EXTRA LARGE PIZZA

w/1 topping $17.50

L ____________
Pick up or dine in w/ coupon _JL __ _ _________ _J

LUNCH SPECIAL
New Baked Ziti
w/ meatball & beverage
AND

3 bread sticks only

$5.50

L------------_J

O
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Will you be my

--------------------------------.....

friend? Okay,
here's a twenty...
Every few semesters, someone decides to write a column
dedicated to debunking the Greek system that is so prevalent on
college campuses these days. Normally, these columns are
written by with those disgruntled pledgers recently turned down
by the fraternity /sorority houses. Spwned and unloved, they lash
outatthosewhodaredtorejectthem.And,asisthecasewithmost
opinion columns, the ink comes and goes, and no one really
notices, especially the people to whom the article was written.
This is not one of those columns.
The Greek organizational system is designed to promote the
''us or them" philosophy that is common among the upper-class
citizens out in the real world. It develops a feeling of friendship
and community among a small group of individuals, allowing
membership into the circ1e only through a process of evaluation
and personal interviews. Once someone is allowed to enter the
hallowed halls of Greek life, simply by maintaining a monthly
membership fee, the new pledge has connections to a web of
friends and associates that are willing to scratch each others'
backs endlessly. For those not quite proficient in climbing the
social ladder, fraternities and sororities allow people to instantly
step into a pre-established network more than willing to give
them a helping hand, as long as they maintain their
membership ... which comes back to paying those pesky membership fees.
Society has enough troubles with discrimination and divisions of social classes without having to deal with the Greek
system. The original intentions of the Greek system have long
been lost in the annals of history, but they certainly had nothing
to do with how many people you can get to like you.
The next time you go to a club on campus, be it Tae Kwon
Do or the UCF Role Playing Club, imagine what it would be like
if, walking in the door, a table ofjudges looked over you and said,
'Well, I guess we'll let you join our club...Got any money on
you?" Then, for a small membership fee, that club would allow
you to participate in activities with them. It's not as if the Greek
system actually benefits their members, besides getting notes for
classes and having great parties. At least with a club on campus,
ifyoudohavetopay,youknowwhatyou'regettingoutofit.And
it's certainly more than having some guy you've never met
before calling you.his "brother."
The Greek system is outdated in today's global society.
People are looking for reasons to come together as a whole, not
to split apart under the cryptic banners scattered all across
campus.

Chad Brunner
Opinion Editor and proud non-Greek
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War crimes show blatant double·standard

A

h, the irony, the bitter, bitter irony. The Orlando
Sentinel ran a story titled "Japanese Widow is
Honored for Helping Save Polish Jews" in its Jan.
26 edition. The story tells of a woman, who with her husband
helped save more than 6,000 Polish Jews during World War II.
After so many year8, this 81-year-old woman is finally getting the
honors she and her late husband deserve.
Shindler's list gave us all a taste of the atrocities committed
by the Nazi regime during WWII, and let's face it, for our
generation, just hearing stories from our fathers and grandfathers
could not come close to what we saw in the movie theatres. I think,
no matter what our ethnic heritage - whether we are German,
Jew,Anglo,Afro-orwhatourcurrentpolitical views are, wecan
all agree that the madness that went with WWII is not something
we'd like to see in our own backyard.
If we are inclined to be freed from the intellectual trappings of
bigotry, then we take it
a step further, and we ·
~ are nothing short of
shockedbythevastsuf-

Pat Fox
FUTURE COLUlVINIST

to t~rms with a planet with armaments capable of spelling its
complete destruction.
What's the irony? Congressional leaders have pressured the
Smithsonian to scrap portions of the project because they didn't
like the notion that it portrayed the Japanese as, according to the
Sentinel, "hapless victims of U.S. aggression and racism during
World War II." Excuse me? Doesn't this ring of the "America
First" policy that was developed in Lake County? Hey, new
members of the School Board just voted to rescind that one.
What's the matter, Congress? Can't stand to admit that we were
wrong?
We fully expect Germans to
admit what they
did to the Jews was
wrong.It's so easy
to
point a finger
are of Jewish heritage,
then we are sickened
~
isn'tit?Butwe're
and angry. All that aside, it is astonishing that as a species we are iivmg in a glass house ori this one. Granted, we didn't torture
capable of such widespread destn}ction of our own kind.
the Japanese, starve them in our camps, have ovens waiting for
The world was so outraged that Nazi after Nazi was hunted them in San Diego. But hold on a second. We DID incinerate
down and prosecuted for war crimes - crimes against humanity. about 140,000Japanese.Ittookthreedays. Well, actually only
The vast majority of the world's population agreed that these a couple hours if you don't count the wait time between the two
practices went far beyond the scope of war-related killing and into bombs.
something so monstrous that a special status was created.
When the Enola Gay flew over Hiroshima on Aug. 6,
Mr. and Mrs. Sugihara were in Lithuania at the time they 1945, it took one finger on the hand of one bombardier (who,
helped save thousands of Jews. Mr. Sugihara was the Japanese as I recall, later went insane) to devastate a city. Between
consul general. He and his wife, after convincing Russian officials 70,000 and 100,000 human beings melted. That's right,
to allow Jews to cross the Russian borders, wrote transit visas by melted. The people were gone - the grandmothers, the
the thousands.
mothers, the women, the children, the dogs and the cats. Gone.
The irony? Had Mr. and Mrs. Sugihara been in the United And like that wasn't enough, we did it again three days later.
States at the time, they may have well found themselves in
Sorry folks, we can ride on our white horses all we want,
internment camps. Lest we forget, it was during the same span of_ but we have to own up to this. Talk to your parents about it, and
years after Japan bombed Pearl Harbor that Japanese Americans you'll probably get a passionate response that it was the right
around the nation were rounded up and put into internment camps. thing to do. The standard argument says that it saved thouNot in Nazi Germany, but here in the United States, home of the sands and thousands of lives that would have been lost if the
free, melting pot of the nations. Internment camps. Yes, indeed. war had dragged out. Maybe so. Does that make it right? Does
Men, women and children were rounded up, based solely on the that morally justify the incineration of innocents, not to
color of their skin, removed from their homes, businesses and mention the nuclear heritage that we bought ourselves? Are
private possessions and interred. No trials, no due process.
they trying to say that the internment of Japanese Americans
On the same page of The Orlando Sentinel as the article wasn't racist? Or that the 140,000 people of Hiroshima and
honoring this Japanese widow, was another article titled, "Fallout Nagasaki weren't victims? Makes you wonder.
Forces Change to Exhibit of Atomic Bomb." It seems that The
Anyone who has visited the Vietnam Memorial in WashSmithsonian Institute has been working on an exhibit about the ington, D.C. has been moved by the somber ebony wall. The
dropping of the atomic bomb. A project such as this should be met expanse of names sends chills and brings tears. I cried when
with reflections of American sentiment that parallels our anti- I saw it. And regardless of sentiment, anti-war or veteran, it's
nuclear status. For decades, as a people, we have protested the a reminder of the realities of war that hopefully teaches us
development and use of nuclear weapons. We have feared something. I suspect we could all use a similar lesson on the
countries who have the technology. We have discouraged other devastation of nuclear war. Whether or not it was the right
countries from developing the technology. And indeed, a major thing to do, I for one hope no nation does it again. Loosen up
component of the Cold War has been a matter of trying to come Congress, let us see what we did. Maybe we'll learn.

When the Enola Gay flew over Hiroshima, it
took one finger on the hand of one
;::::;:~~:.~a~~ bombadier to devastate a city. Between
70,000and100,000 human beinrrs melted.

..
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What exacUy is the 'liberal media' everyone keeps talking about?

I

have heard these words bandied about now for
quite some time: "Liberal media." I'm still at a loss
to understand what this phrase actually means.
Now, when I say "meaning," I'm not taking about the
context in which these words are normally used. There's
no confusion there on my part. Normally, I hear this phrase
used by some Republican blowhard, such as Newt Gingrich
and especially Rush Limbaugh, and it's always used in a
negative manner. How about a few examples?
Example one: How about a few weeks ago, when
Connie Chung interviewed Gingrich's mother? We all
know what was said, but instead of any of the Gingriches

of the typical right-wing mindset, I don't know what is.
House Majority Leader DickArmey CR-Texas) was on.the
House floor talking about his book deal when he referred
to Massachusetts Congressman Barney Frank as "Barney
Fag." Frank is indeed open about his homosexuality, and
the remark was totally uncalled for. While Armey did

If you don't provide the liberal media with any fodder
for the cannon, then they don't have anything to focus on
except for what the Congress is doing. Get a clue from Bob
Dole, who knows how an elder statesman should behave
himself. You'd think I was writing about a class of fourth
graders.
So, what does all this boil down to, anyway? Well, based on
the examples I've stated and the context in which the phrase is
used, I'd have to say that the liberal media means any media
coverage and/or reporters that do not bow down before the great
godNewtandhisRepublicanhenchmen. Yousuredon'thearthe
words "liberal media" used when President Clinton is reported.

tili~re~o~~ify~~u~ri~~ ------------------------------- ~~~nthe~~~~c~~.~s~~

I've got a better sungestion for "OU, Mr. Sfleaker.
::1;
J'
,..,
Why don't you and your cronies stop saying and
doing Stupid and hafefU/ things and COndUCt
YOUfSefVe5 With a little d(gnity and mafUfify?

First Lady, they laid the blame for these
comments at the door of Connie Chung
and ... the "liberal media."
Example two: I always make it a
point to catch TheRushLimbaughShow
when I can. I don't watch it because I'm
a mindless Dittohead, but because I feel
it's important to keep up with what the
opposite side is doing. (Betcha Clinton and the former
Democrats in Congress wished that they'd paid just a little
more attention to Mr. Limbaugh!) Anyway, Rush was
showing a clip from the CBS Evening News (hosted by the
aforementioned Ms. Chung) that had a report on the
Republican Contract on America. The report concluded
with the reporter commenting that the Republicans ~ad not_
bothered to give any thought to who would be hurt by their
tax and spending cuts. While Rush did not dispute the
content of the report, he said that this was an example of
the ... "liberal media." Rush did, however, define .who he
felt was in that group as the elite of the press corps in
Washington and New York. Other than Connie Chung, he
did not name anyone specifically.
Example thiee: Now, if this isn't the perfect example

immediately apologize for his stupidity, calling it a "slip of
the tongue," it still underscores the basic hate and bigotry
that permeates the right wing of the Republican Party.
Naturally, Republicans decried the media coverage of
Armey's faux pas, putting the blame .on ... the "liberal
media." Shock me.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich basically accuses ... the
"liberal media" of shifting the focus of the news from the
real accomplishments of the new Congress (whatever that
means) to trivial concerns. "How about focusing on the
positive for a change?" he said once while admonishing the
Washington Press Corps. Well, I've got a better suggestion
for you, Mr. Speaker. Why don't you and your cronies
stop saying and doing stupid and hateful things and conduct yourselves with a little dignity and maturity?

as finally seeing the light. The Republicans simply
can't stand it when people don't agree with them, so
when the media sl~ them, the Republicans try to
cast doubts about the objectivity of the reporting.
What'sthatyousay?That'swhatDemocratsdo?
Au contrair, Mon ami. About two weeks ago, Democratic Representative Connie Meek tried to discuss
the Speaker's book deal on the House floor, and
Republican FloridarepresentativeCliffStearns pushed through a
gag order on the subject in record time. That's how the GOP
operates in Congress, and that's the way they'd like to deal with
the "liberal media."
NexttimeyouhearaRepublicancongressman use the words
''liberal media," let it be a red flag for you. It means that this is
something that the Republicans don't want you to know or
believe, because it belies the true nature of the GOP and their
fundamentalprinciples,thoseofhateanddivisiveness.Themedia
is simply doing their job being a watchdog for the American
people, helping to ke.ep egotistical politicians of ALL parties in
line. Be thankful that they are there, if only for the reason that it
aggravates the hell out of Newt so much.
And that's the way it is, Tuesday, Feb. 7, 1995. This is Dan
Griffin for the "liberal media."

.

A few words about parking
Why is it that every school day has to start with a fight?
Every time I turn around, someone is talking about the
difficulties of college life: rising tuition costs, peer pressure, drug abuse. No one talks about the difficulties with
parking. Oh sure, people mutter about too few spaces,
having to walk too far and expensive parking decals. But
no one discusses the real issue, parking lot ctiquetre.
Why do we pay money to park in a mud swamp and
then have to walk a mil~ to class? Is it to raY for a fleet of
trucks, salaries and envelopes, so tickets can be written
when you didn't pay the money for the decal in the first
place? Beyond those thoughts, I am amazed at the aggressive and sometimes bold. practices of the university students when parking. This is true not only in the morning

hours but throughout the day.
It happens about fifteen minutes before the start of each
class. If you were to fly over the university parking lot, it
would look like a bunch of roaches running in demented
circles. There are two major groups of parkers. Those who
sit in one place, waiting for a departing student so they can
take their space. The other drives hurriedly around the
parking lot, hoping to find a space that someone else drove
by without seeing. These two types of parkers don't mix.
In the first few weeks of classes, I've lost count of the times
someone has slid into a space right before my eyes and my
front bumper. Then they get out of their car with such an
attitude like the parking space is reserved for them. Or
better yet, they exit their vehicle, refuse to make eye
contact with you and walk in a direction to avoid a car.
What they avoided was a possible hit and run!

Apparently, some kids hooked up your grandmother's
pacemaker to The Clapper."

11

SIMPLE ETIQUETTE
The question of etiquette is as simple as deciding what
type of parking campus the University of Central Florida
will be - Sit and Wait or Drive in Circles. Good luck
organizing that one. My suggestion is to Sit and Wait.
Everyone should pull into an aisle, from the end closest to
the campus buildings. As a student leaves campus, the
driver at the front of the line would move forward to the
next available space, and so on. On my, is this too simple?
Should I repeat myself so everyone will understand? I telJ
you what, reread this paragraph! College is supposed to be
the best days of our lives. We should enjoy this time, not
start each day with a fight of a parking spac~ (read hit and
run).

Frank Sikos
Accounting

As she gazed into the mirror, Sally realized that the kids
at school weren't teasin ... she was. indeed. a cow.

1he Central Florida Future

We would like to thank Julie and
Megan for their support in
helping start the UCF Colony of
Alpha Xi Delta. We love you!
We're happy to be in a sorority
with so many great sisters!
Maddie and Niki

Classified

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING·
Earn up to $2,000+/mo. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time
positions. No exp necessary.
For info. call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C54182

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140

Help Wanted: Earn up to $500
per week assembling products
at home. No experience .. Info
1-504-646-1700 DEPT. FL-307

COMPUTER HELP AVAILABLE
Tutoring, School Assignments,

STUDENTS
Over 120 American manufacture·rs need you to assemble products at home. Circuit boards, jew-

/ CLU[?INfO

Programming
No matter what your problem is,
we can help.
Call Computer Help 353-2760

elry, holiday decorations, etc.
Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Parttime and full- time. Experience
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
unnecessary/will train. You'.re
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218
paid weekly. Call 1-602-680-7444
First meeting Jan. 10, 1995
1--E_xt_.1_0_0_1_c_ _ _ _ _ _ _---1 .
All Welcome!
UCF MOO DUK TAE KWON
DO CLUB
Co-ed beginners class now forming. (No exp. necessary) Mon. &
Wed., 8-10 PM, in Ed Bldgs Multi
Purpose Rm (at end of hall, left of 1_
main gym) Call 282-5578 or 3800227, Lv. Msg. ART, SPORT,
SELF-DEFENSE
WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206,
Wednesday Fellowsh:p 6:00 PM,
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
5:00 PM. Weekly Bible Study
opportunities and much more.
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for information.
All Welcome!

1 Rm in 3/2 Hse. $330 includes
all. 5 min. from UCF, W/D,
Pool, Tennis. Sandy 366-9391
Female to share 212, $300/mo
+ 1/2 util, includes pool, tennis,
laundry and fitness facilities.
671-2417
2/F roommates. Valencia Park
Apts. NEW 3/2. $185 mo/+ $66
dep. Call Lisa 384-7069 or 8232114

fOQ.Q.b..NT
2bd/2ba Apt. great location, walk
to school, washer/dryer, ceiling
fans, $475 mo. Call 654-1858,
leave message
1/2 or 3 bedroom on 10 acre
Horse Ranch, near UCF. 3659815 or 281-8454

TRAVEL ABROAD AND
WORK
Make up to $2,000 - $4,000 +/
mo. teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan,
or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages
required. For information call:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J 54182
Appt. Setters - PIT Evenings,
Winter Springs Office - Hourly
Wage plus Bonus 699-9152

FUNDRAISER
Exclusively for fraternities,
soroities, & student organizations. Earn money without
spending a dime. Just 3-5 days
of your time. A little work

EARN $500 or more weekly
LOSE WEIGHT
stuffing envelopes at home.
Lose up to 30 Lbs in 30 days for
Send SASE to: Country Living
$30
Shoppers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box
Call
Bob
380-2549
1779, Denham Springs, LA
7_0_7_27
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--1
Customer Reps
SPRING WORK
$10.05 to start. Local Branch of
National Corp. now filling 15
staff openings. 10 to 30 flex hrs.
We train. 331-9006
Dental Rec--Wed. Aft. 37:30PMPM. Goldenrod office/
Call 677-8888
Delivery Person Needed:
responsible and efficient, to
deliver flowers on Valentines
Day. Must have own car and
know the Central Florida area.
Carly Ane's Floral Studio, Inc.
Contact: Dave Baker 628-0315
SUMMERJOB~COUNS&

LORS & STAFF
BOYS SPORTS CAMP/MASS.
TOP SALARY, AM/BO/
LAUNDRY, TRAVEL ALLOWANCE
Must have skill in ope of the
following activities: Archery,
Baseball, Basketball, Drums,
Football, Golf, Guitar, Ice
Hockey, Lacrosse, Lifeguard,
Nature, Nurses, Photography,
Piano, Pool, Rocketry,
Rollerblading, Ropes, Sailing,
Scuba, Secretary, Soccer,
Tennis, Track, Video, Waterski,
Windsurfing, Weights, Wood,
Yearbook, Call or write: Camp
Winadu, 2255 Glades Rd.,
Suite 406E, Bo.c a Raton, Fl.
33431 (800) 494-6238. Recruiter will be on campus:
March 2, 10:00 - 4:00 PM, in
room 214- Student Center.

PUBLIC RELATIONS, COMMUNICATIONS AND
MARKETING MAJORS
Gain practical knowledge &
experience!!
The Orlando Science Center
is offering Spring and Summer
Internships
Contact Mitch Meiners or David
Penn ·at (407) 896-7151 ext. 19
Interviews available MON WED
ROMANTIC FLIGHTS FOR
COUPLES
Evening airplane flights over
Orlando for only
$65 per person
382-2000

February 7. 1995
Word Processing
Specializing in Resumes with
cover letters. FAST
679-4836

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS
A unique business opportunity
for the aggressive, self-starter
seeking to be his/her own
entrepreneur. Call 277-2724,
after 5:30 PM for details.

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service since
1986 for all your student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Sameday
service avail. Call 277-9600

PARTYING· BECOMING A
PROBLEM?
There is a solution. The
Breaking the Chain Group of
Alcoholics Anonymous meets
every "'!ed. at noon, UCF
Student Center, Rm. 211

K.C.0. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735

DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts
Desktop Publishing
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080

SPRING BREAK CRUISE!!
Depart Tampa, March 11 for 6
nights, Montego Bay, Grand
Cayman, Key West, $469 pp.,
plus tax (407) 773-3801

PURRFECT WORDS
Quality typing and
wordprocessing at reasonable
prices. Located less than a mile
from campus. Pick up and
delivery. Term papers, resumes,
reports, etc. Next day service
available. Call Jeanine for all
your typing needs. 365-4218

•

A+ Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123

RESUMES & WORD PROCESSING 384-9719

WORD PROCESSING
by I. R. Broudy & Associates
CAN'T MEET DEADLINE?
Call for personalized and fast
service_
Tel: (407) 382-8704 FAX 3823674

Word processing, proofreading
and editing. Dissertations,
Theses or other reports. Call
Kathy at 365-2620 or Larry at
281-7822

•
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Classified Advertising Form
Please check one of the following:

Graf; Cornt•r
_ Clul> IT~fo
If 00111111a /cs

For .';a/c
.-1 /l[OS
_llclp Jl'anlcd

For Ucnl

ll"a n led

Please print clearly. Allow a maximum of 35 characters per line.
TI1e F111urcG:J.nnor be responsible for unreadable hancl\\Titing.

Tutors

Scrl'iccs
_ 1)-pisls

(}(fit' I'

I frl/l'(S

Lost & Found
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Car J'oo/
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I woufd like the ad to run on the following dates (the Future
publishes every Tuesday and Thursday)
(•
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52 per line fN rwn ·stud cnts an,1 hu sml·s~s.
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PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light,
time, alarm clock. Only $10. 407834-5400
Sofa, $40 OBO 677-8450

TYPEWRITER - Programable
memory, office machine,
excellent condition $95 2730297
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Pantera ain't
for no _p anzies
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Heavy metal rockers, Pantera and Type
0' Negative moshed the Edge last week
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By MICHAEL WHITE
Contributing writer
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ACROSS
1 Anti-aircraft
artillery
5 100 centimes
10 Mosque VIP
14 Indian queen
15 Fast car
16 White or Blue
river
17 Bad
18 Pointed arch
19 Dilatory
20 Rendered fat
22 Fans
24 .. _Eyre"
26 Midway
attraction
27 Vehicles for
children
31 End
34 Woman
35 "La - Vita"
37 Slovenly place
39 Black cuckoo
40 - volente
41 Sticky stuff
42 Boxing match
44 Grievance
46 Sign on a diner
47 Writer Zola
49 Purity of breed
51 Cans
53 Ladder part
54 Discarded
58 Floor covering
62 Diving bird
63 Hippodrome
65 Stew pot
66 Both: pref.
67 Restrict
68 Spring
69 Abbr. in
grammar
70 Attack snidely
71 Narrow way
DOWN
1 Get worried
2 Etna· s output

3 lndigo
4 Party pooper's
cousin
5 Grimaced
6- Kind of doll
7 Sour tasting
8 At no time
9 Fissure
10 Rather
11 Distance
measure
12 Afr. plant
13 Back streets
21 Cereal grass
23 Work in verse
25 Wear away
gradually
27 Sizable slice
28 Kayak
29 Hatred
30 Get some rest
32 Sweet stuff
33 Act like a ham
36 Shelter
38 Affectation
43 111-fated vessel
44 Certain friends
45 Train
46 Chinese food
48 Back talk
50 Once - blue
moon
52 Finch
54 Shut with
force
55 Insensible state
56 Steals from
57 Actress Moore
59 Entreaty
60 Ardor
61 Make
recordings
64 Pinch

60

61

Yes, Yes, Yes, Yes, Yes! There are
few forces on God's earth that can match
the brutal fury of a Pantera concert. The
band annihilated thousands of rabid fans at
the Edge concert field Saturday night, delivering intense slabs of primal energy to
Orlando.
The band is known for outstanding
musicianship, and their performance Saturday night did nothing to diminish that
reputation. Every song had the mosh pit in
full throttle, with the exception of their
cover of Sabbath's "Planet Caravan." When
the band played "Walk," a favorite from
Vulgar Display ofPow_er, the crowd almost
turned into a sea of testosterone, as the
mostly-male audience let out its frustrations. At a Pantera concert it is easy to see
the attraction of hard-core music to teenage
boys. It is sonic catharsis.
One of the highlights of the show
came late in the set when lead singer Phil
Anselmo grabbed Dimebag Darrell's guitar and started into Slayer's "Reign in
Blood." It's that kind of unpredictability
that makes a Pantera concert so cool. They
don't care about running their concert
cleanly and precisely. While the music is
tight, the band's interaction with the crowd
seems spontaneous ,and unrehearsed.

Many times during the concert
Anselmo would stop between songs and
promote various drugs. Anselmo quipped
that the day before the concert he visited
Disney World ... on acid.
He.lamented the fact that Pantera
might not be able to tour for a while
because of the destruction that sometimes occurs at their concerts. Anselmo
also complained about rap artists who
blame their problems on "whitey." He
told the crowd to have pride.
Anselmo's tirades did not bore the
crowd but instead whipped them into a
frenzy between each song, in a sense
preparing them for the next onslaught.
Pantera closed the night with "Cowboys From Hell," the title cut from their
debut album. It is the song that brought
the band national attention and still devastates listeners.
The band put on a great show that
placed musical inte.nsity above flashy
showmanship. My only complaint is that
they did not play enough of my favorite
songs. But that isn't a knock against their
show. It is a compliment to the strength
of their albums.
TypeO' Negative opened the show
with a workman-like performance.
The material consisted primarily
of cuts from their latest record Far Be-

yond Driven.
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The Wolfgang Press and Tom Jones:

Believe or Not UCF Offers Some Great Benefits!!!
Here's one you may not know about:
Urayasu, Japan (located just outside Tokyo) and
Orlando are sister cities. Each year Orlando
sends over a number of AETs (Assistant English
Teachers) to teach in Urayasu junior high
schools. The Center for Multilingual
Multicultural Studies at UCF oversees the selection, and the biggest stipulation is that they be
recent UCF graduates. The Center is currently
seeking interested students for August 1995.
Applicants must have graduated from UCF by
Spring of 1995, with some knowledge of the
Japanese language and culture being helpful.
Interested applicants should contact Sharon in
TRL 547, Room 110-D, Telephone: 823-0087
for an application and further information.
Deadline: March 1, 1995.

take

Kaplan and get

a higher score-...

Feb.8
More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

University Mobil
. Your one stop automotive need
r---~----~~--~------,

SPECIAL
OIL C.HANGE

$19.95
Oil filter, 9-point safety check

L-----~----~~-------~
Free medium fountain drinks with
any purchase
677-7988

M@ b i I

~

University Mobil
4009 N. Goldenrod Corner of University & Goldenrod

~
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COOL. AND THE FOOL
Jim Martin
Entertainment Co-Pod (Music Half that is)

So you say you've always wanted to swing? But you
don't know how to lead. This is a problem many of us
white males have. Not Tom Jones. This stud is still doing
it after a career that has spanned too many years. Jones
mainly concentrates on covers. These covers are not the
standard "Moon River" you might expect. The Tomster
covers everyone, from the 80' s dance of Yaz to Erasure to
The Wolfgang Press.
Actually, The Wolfgang Press and Tom Jones have
formed an unlikely friendship. The lead singer for the
fress said, "My first thought was of my mother. She was
a massive fan . I'd think she be very impressed." After
covering two of the Press' songs, they invited Jones to help
with their new release, Funky Little Demons.
Along with the Press, Jones works with some of the
best producers in the biz on The Lead. Listen to some of
these names and tell me if it doesn't sound like some kind of tribute disc. Richard Perry (Barbara Streisand, Carly
Simon), Jeff Lyne (Electric Light Orchestra, Tqm Petty), Youth (Killing Joke, Crowded House), Teddy Riley
(Michael Jackson, Bobby Brown), Flood (Nine Inch Nails, U2, Depeche Mode) and Alan Moulder (J.A.M.C.,
Ride and hundreds of other cool bands).
All of Tom Jones' friends aside, I really can't recommend this one. It sounds cool in theory. The best is in
production, producing a recording industry reject, with a large fan
·
base. Not to say Tom Jones isn't the man, because he is. However, I
enjoy his ego more than his soulful ballads and remakes of songs that
I enjoyed as a young teen. The main problem I have is that The
Lead.. .isn' t real. It's an album full of retooled covers. Jones has little
to do with the album other than singing his chosen selections. The only
trademarks on the albums are those of the all-star producers. For
instance, I preferred the songs from Moulder and Flood more than the
ones from Riley and Perry. The Lead and How to Swing it makes for
one of those albums that wouldn't be unusual to listen to with your
mom in the car.
Ever heard of The Wolfgang Press? Not likey. Although the
Press has been going strong for 11 years across the pond, the U.S. is
recei.ving one of the first glances of the soul-driven machine. After two
minor successes in singles, 4 AD. and WEA have decided to release their latest effort, Funky Little Demons , to
the 50 United States. If you have heard of The Press, it was probably from the two afformentioned singles.
The first breakthrough single for The Press was a cover of Randy Neuman's "Mama told me not to come."
A fun little romp through the night of a party goer whose morn warns
him, but he ends up watching as his girlfriend pass out, etc. See, at least
you greeks can an relate. The sucess of "Mama told me ... " sparked the
19.91 domestic release of Queer and the supporting single "A Girl Like
You." These singles showed a big change from The Legendary
Wolfgang Press, which is only available on import, to a rough
mechanical sounding collection oflive guitar and sampling. Queer is
a more traditionally-written and performed album. Queer also sounds
more like an album than a collection of noises. The big factor was
when Micheal Allen, Mark Cox and Ar:idrew Gray (The three founding members) got hold.of De La Soul's Three Feet High and Rising.
The trippy mix of American rap sparked a rebirth in The Press. "There
was·a freshness and ease about the way it was made that inspired us
to look at ourselves and reasses our working process. It wasn't so much
a change in sound as in approach, getting back to the enjoyment of
music."
In response to the creative drought they have felt, the song "11 Years" was written for Demons. "1 l years
of faking it/ Same clothes, empty songs/ believing it like the most/ sing your blues and low life tunes/ you kept
me sunk for 11 years" Allen adds" Elvis Presley would have been the man to sing that line rather than me:"
Funky Little Demons shows not the maturity of The Press, but a streamlining of sorts. Their melodies, riffs,
vocals and song structure work as a whole, although an improvement over Queer, Demons.shows that The Press
is on it's way to finding the sound they are after. They now reside on the plateau that Luscious Jackson has made
its niche' into-a hazed grove-filled kind of place where anything from Hammond organs to a phat horn section
can show up. Highlights include "She's so Soft" and "So Long Dead." If that neo-soul is your kind of gig, go for
it. If not, give it a spin anyway.
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Magic snap two-game skid with overtime win against Knicks
by JASON SWANCEY

•

while the Knicks managed only 12,
due to the fact that the majority of
Ewing's points come off his patFirst Seattle comes in and ented 15-footjumper.
stops the streak, then the Indiana
The true poetic justice came
Pacers pours sa1t in the wound by at the end of overtime when point
poum:ling the Magic the very next guard Anfernee Hardaway hit a one
night. But after Sunday's overtime and one. Hardaway made it a 103103-100 victory against the New 100 game and also threw the free
York Knicks, all is forgiven and throw demons off his back, after
forgotten.
missing a crucial free throw against
"It seems like the media had Seattle at the end of that game .
written us off, saying that the Magic
"I felt terrible because when
were coming unglued," said Magic . you miss a free throw, not only do
coach Brian Hill.
you get down, but the fans also get
Shaquille O'Neal led the down on you," Hardaway said.
charge with 41 points and 15 boards, ''That's why when I got another
while his Jamaican counterpart, shot, I was like, 'Thank you.'"
Patrick Ewing, had 38 points and 13
The Magic defense also made
rebounds, including a three-pointer an appearance in overtime. They
that brought the Knicks within one came out and forced the Knicks into
with 25 seconds remaining in regu- low percentage shots.
lation.
"We held them to two points
Points in the paint was the in overtime; our defense did a great
telling statistic - Orlando had 42, job,". Hill said .
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UCF gets first win behind
Veniard's strong performance

Sports editor

•
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•
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BASEBALL, from page 12
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Boxing out is a lost art the Knicks haven't mastered. Shaquille O'Neal had three put-backs
and two blocked shots to go along with his 41 points and 15 boards against New York.
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To inherit his
family's fortune,
Billy is going
baek to school ...
Way back.

•
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was the ninth, but it wasn't until I
saw the center fielder tµrn his back
that I took off," said Bechtol, referring to the deceptive fly ball.
Ironically, it was the leadoff
hitter who provided the punch for the
Golden Knights. Centerf1elder, Alex
Morales, went 2-for-2 with an RBI
triple and a homerun.
''I was thinking to hit one out
because the pitcher [Justin Hesenius]
was throwing fastballs across the plate.
I just wanted to get a hold of a pitch,"
Morales commented. "Jay [Veniard]
had a great performance with key
pickoffs, major turning points in the
game," Morales added.
Adam Johnson was another
reason for the Golden Knights' first
victory. Batting in the cleanup position, Johnson went 2 for 3 with one
walk.

"A good win for the team. They
[the Tars] gained momentum near the
end, and we didn't give up .. .We went
on to win," Johnson said, describing
the team's victory. "This game is going to help us down the road."
The Golden Knights have the
week off in preparation for the Olive
Garden Collegiate Baseball Classic,
this weekend in Kissimmee at Osceola
County Stadium. They will be facing
North Carolina, Georgia and Miami
during this eight-game tournament.
The tournament gets underway
Friday afternoon. UCF, however,
doesn't play until their matchup with
the Georgia Bulldogs Friday night at
8:00 p.m. The Knights will also face
North Carolina at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday followed by University ofMiami,
ranked 7th in Baseball America, at
4:30 p.m. For ticket information, call
Florida Citrus Sports offices at (407)
423-2476.
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Adarr-1 Sar1dler
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Billy Madison

•

A comedy about an overwhelming underachiever.
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Look for an in-depth feature on recent FSU baseball transfer,
Chad Sheffer, in Thursday's sports section. We would have run it
today, but due to a commitment to thorough UCF sports coverage,
there simply wasn't enough room.
Thanks for your understanding.

The Central Florida Future
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UCF bl~ws huge lead, loses 91-90 in final second
playing strong defense. In the final minutes, either team could
have taken control, but UCF could
Against Southeastern Loui- not stop Southeastern Louisiana
siana, Saturday, UCF led in as- in crunch time, allowing the Lisists, rebounds and field goal per- ons to win on the last play.
centage. They even led in points
For the most part, UCF
until the final second, when the played a good game. The offense
Lions' Glenn Charles put back a shot the ball splendidly, knocking
missed shot to give Southeastern down 58 percent of its attempts.
Louisiana the 91-90 victory in UCF held the Lions to just 43
front of 1,373 fans at the UCF percent shooting.
arena.
Center Chuck Roberts conWith Shaq in attendance and tinued his improved play, scoring
the game broadcast on the Sun- 21 points and grabbing 13 reshine Network, UCF tiad an op- bounds.
portunity to show Florida why they
"I've been playing harder,"
are better than their record (3-7). Roberts said. "I'm just trying to
Instead, the game was another help the team."
heartbreaking loss in a disappointDespite his performance,
ing season.
Roberts was disappointed.
"We're at the lowest point
"I'd give up all of my the
we can get to," point guard Patrick points to win," Roberts said.
Butts said. "We can only go up."
Besides Roberts, other
UCF led by as many as 19 Golden Knights played well.
points in the first half and led by
Ted Portee delivered seven
10 going into the break. Much of assists, and Howard Porter
the lead was the work of forward snagged 8 rebounds. Darryl Davis
Ochiel Swaby. He scored 19 points emerged from his slump to score
in the first nine minutes of play.
14 points, pull down six boards
But a groin injury forced and dish out five assists. The
Swaby from the final se.ven min- Golden Knights put up good numutes of play. _By that time, the
see LOSE, page 11
game was close with the Lions
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byMIKEWIIlTE
Staff writer

After 21 glorious games
without a loss in the 0-rena this
season, the Orlando Magic faltered last Thursday during game
22. The Magic played the Seattle
Supersonics without the services
of Horace Grant, who was troubled
by his lower back, and lost by only
three points.
The Magic established another season first the next night by
losingtothelndiana "Pacers to make
it two in a row. The Magic did
rebound Sunday to beat the red hot
New York Knicks in overtime.
In other NBA news last
week, John Stockton of the Utah
Jazz broke Magic Johnson's NBA
record for career assists. Stockton
picked up his 9, 922nd assist in the
second quarter last Wednesday
night against the Denver Nuggets.
With no active players anywhere
near Stockton's record, there is no
telling how long it will be before
the record will be broken.
With the Super Bowl marking the end of the football season,
it is time for teams to regroup and
try to improve for next season,
starting with the hiring of new
coaches. After rumors to the effect, San Francisco 49'ers offensive coordinator finally made it
official and signed to be the new
head coach of the Denver Broncos. Shanahan will reportedly make
$8.5 million over 7 years.
The news got worse for the
49'ers last week as they also lost
their defensive coordinator, Ray
Rhodes, to thePhiladelphiaEagles.
Rhodes becomes only the third
black head coach in NFL history.
Art Shell was fired last week
as the head coach of the Los Angeles Raiders. Shell will be replaced
by assistant coach Mike White.
After23 seasons as a professional football coach, the San Diego Chargers' defensive coordinator, Bill Arnsparger, has ca11ed
it quits. Arnsparger was the mastermind behind the famed "No
Name" defense of the '72 undefeated Miami Dolphins.
In other football news, the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers announced that season ticket prices
will be cut for the first time in
franchise history. It is a goodwill
gesture on the part of the Bucs to
reestablish their fan-base. TheBucs
alienated many fans after raising
ticket prices a year ago.
UCF officials can breatheabit
easier now since Athletic Director
Steve Sloan has been dropped from
FSU' s list of possible athletic directors. The front-runner for the Seminoles AD vacancy appears to be.East
Carolina AD Dave Hart, Jr.
The UCF Golden Knights'
men's basketball team lost over the
weekend 91-90toSELouisianaafter
blowing a 19pointfirsthalflead. The
loss is the Knights' third in a row and
ensures that UCF will not finish the
regularseason with a winning record.
UCFfellto&-13overalland3-7inthe
TAAC.
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Chuck Roberts is good, but with Shaquille O'Neal in
attendance, UCF could've used the seven-footer Saturday.
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Golden Knights start season by splitting with Rollins
by JILL HUFF
Staff writer

The UCF baseball team
opened its season this weekend by
playing its cross-town rivals, the
Rollins Tars. The Golden Knights
lost its first game of the two-game
series on Saturday, 4-1, at Rollins,
then turneditaround to beat the Tars
on Sunday, 3-2, for its first home
win of the season.
Saturday's starter Craig
Cozart hurled five innings in the
season opener and was relieved by

Brian Scutero, who finished out the
game for the Golden Knights. The
game was slow-paced until the fifth
inning when UCF catcher Scott
Loubier began the momentum swing
by hitting a single. He was then
successfully advanced to second on
a sacrifice bunt by centerfielder,
Tony Marilla. UCF' s lone run came
when Rookie Gage knocked in
Loubier with a slap single.
Sunday's game against the
Tars went more the way of UCF.
With a great pitching performance,
Jay Veniard went 7 2/3 innings,

striking out seven and picking off a
few runners along the way. The
Golden Knights were in the lead
when Veniarq departed in the seventh. He reached his number goal of
pitches when he exchanged roles
with Rich Lawrence, who finished
out the inning.
"I'm glad we won because
our record against Rollins hasn't
been too impressive since I've been
here," Veniard said. "It was a good
win for the team before going into
the Olive Garden."
John Foran started the ninth

and completed the game. One run
was scored on Foran, tying the score
at 2-2. Foran performed well with
one strikeout in the tight-score situation.
In the bottom of the ninth,
UCF regained momentum when
Billy Bechtol hit a double with one
out in the inning. The winning run
scored when pinch hitter Brad King
hit a deep fly to leftcenter,justoutof
the fielder's reach.
"I was going half way since it
see BASEBALL, page 11
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UCF relief pitcher John Foran picked up the win Saturday.

